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Abstract
Two- and three-%eld methods are studied for solving the Stokes system in the axisymmetric case, as
a linearized form of di5erent types of )uid )ow equations. Both are designed for the standard Galerkin
formulation expressed in terms either of the velocity and the pressure, or of these two %elds together with the
extra-stress tensor, and use discontinuous pressure spaces. The %rst method is related to the rectangular based
Q2−P1 element due to Fortin. The other one is linked to the Crouzeix–Raviart triangle. Both methods satisfy
the uniform stability (inf–sup) condition relating the velocity and pressure representations, expressed in terms
of the natural weighed Sobolev norms, for the system under consideration. This condition is fundamental to
derive second-order convergence results for solution methods of viscous or viscoelastic incompressible )ow
problems based on the corresponding %nite element spaces. In order to illustrate this, some numerical results
using a method of this type studied by the authors are presented, in connection with the three-%eld formulation
of the Stokes system related to viscoelastic )uids.
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1. Introduction
The stability and convergence analyses of velocity-pressure mixed %nite element methods to solve
both the Stokes and Navier–Stokes equations governing plane or purely three-dimensional )ows of
viscous incompressible )uids, are since long well-known. They are mostly due to the outstanding
pioneer work of some authors roughly three decades ago. In this respect among the earliest con-
tributions one should quote Fortin [7], Crouzeix and Raviart [6], Bercovier and Pironneau [2], and
a few others. Besides, one of the authors, while introducing some mixed methods of the standard
Galerkin type, most of them to treat the three-dimensional case, surveyed this topic in [12]. As far
as axisymmetric two-dimensional problems are concerned, corresponding quadrilateral or triangular
methods, originally studied for plane )ows, have simply been applied all along. Although to the best
of the authors’ knowledge, no major convergence or stability problems have been detected for this
approach, corresponding formal analyses were lacking for most of those methods in the axisymmetric
case. Actually, only more recently some methods with a continuous pressure were studied (cf. [13]).
The %rst purpose of this paper is to show that the uniform stability condition—i.e. the inf–
sup condition—relating the velocity and pressure spaces, satis%ed by some classical Galerkin type
two-dimensional mixed methods with a discontinuous pressure, extend to axisymmetric problems,
provided the corresponding weighed Sobolev norms for this case are employed. More precisely, we
%rst recall here such results, by studying the following methods: the Crouzeix and Raviart triangle [6]
and the Fortin quadrilateral element [9]. This stability condition is the key to establish that optimal
second-order convergence results in those natural norms applied to the Stokes system, hold for both
methods.
Another goal of this paper is to exploit the above uniform stability condition, in the framework of
the three-%eld Stokes system, namely the one expressed in terms of the extra-stress tensor, besides the
velocity and the pressure. This system is commonly viewed as the linearized form of the equations
that govern the )ow of a viscoelastic liquid obeying a constitutive law of the di5erential type. In
some papers by the %rst two authors (see e.g. [5]) optimized %nite element representations of the
extra-stress tensor were proposed, in order to satisfy another necessary uniform stability condition
relating the velocity and this %eld, in connection with both methods above. Then second-order
convergence results for the corresponding mixed methods were established, under the assumption
that the uniform stability condition relating velocity and pressure is valid. In this sense this paper
completes such analyses, not only because this result proved in detail in [11] is focused, but also
because signi%cant numerical examples are given in the framework of the three-%eld system.
An outline of the paper is as follows: After presenting in Section 2 a description of the Stokes
system in the axisymmetric case, as the model problem considered here, the study of both velocity–
pressure methods is conducted in Section 3. In Section 4, the case of the three-%eld Stokes system
is treated. We conclude the paper with some miscellaneous remarks in Section 5.
2. Statement of the model problem
Let us equip the R3 euclidean space with the particular orthogonal system of coordinates (O; z; r; ),
with −∞¡z¡∞, r¿ 0 and 06 6 2	, and the real vector space R3 with the associated orthonor-
mal basis, {˜ez; e˜ r ; e˜ }.
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Let also R ⊂ R3 be a bounded domain whose boundary  is a surface generated by the revolution
of a curve, around the axis (O; z) of the adopted coordinate system.
Now consider a very slow stationary axisymmetric )ow in R of a newtonian incompressible )uid.
For the sake of simplicity, and without loss of essential results, in this work we shall assume that
the velocity vanishes on . In so doing, the Stokes system that governs the physical problem under
consideration can be written as
−2 d˜iv (˜u) + ˜gradp = f˜;
div u˜ = 0;
}
in  (1)
with
uz = 0 on 91; ur = 0 on 9;
9uz
9r = 0 on 90; (2)
where  ⊂ R2 denotes an arbitrary half-meridian section of R, 9 is the boundary of , 90 is
the subset of 9 contained in the axis (O; z), 91 is the complement of 90 with respect to 9,
u˜=uze˜ z+ure˜ r is the velocity %eld, p is the (hydrostatic) pressure, f˜ is a given %eld of body forces,
 is the viscosity of the )uid and (˜u) is the strain-rate tensor %eld given by 12 [
˜grad u˜+ ( ˜grad u˜)T].
Let us introduce the following spaces and notations: V and P are the spaces de%ned as
V = H 1a;0()× H 1a;1() and P =
{
q∈L2a() |
∫
M
q r dr dz = 0
}
;
where
H 1a;0() = {v∈H 1a ()|(v=r)∈L2a(); v= 0 on 9};
H 1a;1() = {v∈H 1a ()| v= 0 on 91};
with
H 1a () =
{
v | v; 9v9z ;
9v
9r ∈ L
2
a()
}
; L2a() =
{
v |
∫

(v)2r dr dz¡∞
}
:
Notice that ∀˜v∈V; ˜grad v˜ belongs to (L2a())3×3; WN×N being the space of second-order tensor
%elds on RN for a strictly positive integer N , whose components belong to a given function space
W . Actually, equipping (L2a())
N×N with the inner product 〈·; ·〉0; de%ned for second-order N × N
tensors, that is, 〈; 〉0; =
∫
 tr(
t)r dr dz, it is readily seen that the expression 〈·; ·〉1;, given by
〈˜u; v˜〉1; = 〈 ˜grad u˜; ˜grad v˜〉0; de%nes an inner product on V . In so doing we shall equip V with the
norm |˜v|1; = [〈˜v; v˜〉1;]1=2, while P will be normed by ‖q‖0; = [〈q; q〉0;]1=2. Of course both V and
P are Hilbert spaces with the corresponding inner products.
Now, as one can easily check, an equivalent variational formulation of system (1)–(2) is
Find (˜u; p)∈V × P such that
〈˜u; v˜〉1;− 〈p; div v˜〉0; = 〈f˜; v˜〉0;; ∀˜v∈V;
〈q; div u˜〉0; = 0 ∀q∈P;
(3)
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3. The nite element methods
In this section we assume that  is a convex polygon. In order to approximate (3), we are given
a family {Th}h of %nite element partitions of O, consisting either of rectangles, if  is itself a
rectangle, or of triangles if  is of arbitrary shape. Let Th be a partition of this family, and hK
denote the maximum edge length of an element K belonging to it. We assume that the family {Th}h
satis%es the usual quasiuniformity condition, where h denotes the maximum of hK over the elements
K ∈Th. We associate with each Th two subspaces Vh and Ph of V and P, respectively. In so doing,
the sequence of approximations corresponding to problem (3) is de%ned by
Find (˜uh; ph)∈Vh × Ph such that
〈˜uh; v˜〉1; − 〈ph; div v˜〉0; = 〈f˜; v˜〉0;; ∀˜v∈Vh;
〈q; div u˜ h〉0; = 0 ∀q∈Ph:
(4)
One may assert that problem (4) is well-posed if and only if (cf [4]) the spaces Vh and Ph satisfy
the classical inf–sup condition for the divergence operator, namely,
There exists $¿ 0 such that inf{
q∈Ph
q =0
sup{
v˜∈Vh
v˜ =0˜
|〈q; div v˜〉0;|
‖q‖0; |˜v|1; ¿ $: (5)
Let us point out that a condition analogous to (5) holds for spaces V and P in the context of
problem (3), according to the theory developed in [3].
In this work we will deal with the pair of spaces Vh and Ph introduced in [6] and [9], respectively,
that satisfy a condition analogous to (5) for the plane )ows, with $ independent of h (cf. [9]). In
order to derive such result, like in [9], the assumption that the domain  be convex was made. As a
matter of fact, it is shown in [11] that the analysis leading to this condition is a nontrivial extension
of the one employed for the plane case.
Before going into the study of the two methods under consideration, we note that as a direct
consequence of the arguments developed in [5] for axisymmetric (three-%eld) mixed methods, the
following error bound applies to problems (3) and (4):
Remark 1. Hereafter, as usual, wherever the letter C appears combined with others symbols or not,
it represents di5erent constants independent of h.
Theorem 2. Assume that {Th}h is quasiuniform, and that spaces Vh and Ph are proper subspaces
of V and P, respectively. Then if the constant $ does not depend on h, there exists a constant C
such that,
|˜u− u˜ h|1; + ‖p− ph‖0;6C
[
inf
v˜∈Vh
|˜u− v˜|1; + inf
q∈Ph
‖p− q‖0;
]
: (6)
Let us denote by ˜˜u and p˜ the %elds de%ned in R, whose restrictions to any meridian section of
this domain are u˜ and p, respectively. We refer to [1] for the de%nition of the Hilbert Sobolev space
Hm(R), with m∈N together with its standard norm denoted by ‖ · ‖m;R. Using the results in [10],
we may estimate the three terms on the right-hand side of (6) as follows:
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Theorem 3. Assume that the error bound (6) holds and that ˜˜u∈ (H 3(R))3 and p˜∈H 2(R). If:
• Vh contains the space of @elds whose restriction to each element of Th is a @eld in (z; r), whose
components are polynomials of degree less than or equal to two;
• Ph⊕{1} contains the space of scalar functions, whose restrictions to each element of Th belongs
to the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to one;
then, there exists a constant C ′ such that the solution of problem (4) satis@es
|˜u− u˜ h|1; + ‖p− ph‖0;6C ′h2
[
‖˜u˜‖3;R + ‖p‖2;R
]
: (7)
In addition to the above general aspects, we introduce the following de%nition, that will play a
crucial role in the sequel:
E = {K ∈Th | rmin(K) = 0}; where rmin(K) = inf
(z; r)∈K
{r}; for K ∈Th: (8)
3.1. Fortin’s second-order element
We %rst consider the case of Fortin’s quadrilateral element Q2 × P1, restricted to the case where
 is a rectangle, and partition Th consists of rectangles. Here our %nite element spaces are:
• Vh is the subspace of V de%ned by
Vh = {˜v= (vz; vr) | v˜∈ [C0( O)]2; v˜|K ∈ [Q2(K)]2 ∀K ∈Th;
vz = 0 on 91; vr = 0 on 9};
Qk(D) denoting the space of polynomials of degree less than or equal to k in each one of the
variables z and r de%ned in D ⊂ ;
• Ph is the space of functions de%ned by
Ph = P˜h ∩ P with P˜h = {p |p|K ∈P1(K) ∀K ∈Th};
where Pk(D) denotes the space of polynomials in the variables z and r of degree less than or
equal to k, de%ned in D ⊂ .
Notice that, since Vh is a space of piecewise polynomial %elds, the condition vr = 0 on 90 for
v˜∈Vh suQces to guarantee that (vr=r) belongs to L2a(), as required.
The following result is proven in [11]:
Theorem 4. Condition (5) is satis@ed with $ independent of h, for the pair of spaces Vh and Ph
corresponding to Fortin’s rectangle.
The above theorem together with Theorems 2 and 3 readily yield estimate (7) provided ˜˜u∈H 3(R)3
and p˜∈H 2(R), as required.
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3.2. The Crouzeix–Raviart triangle
Now we assume that  is an arbitrary convex polygon and that Th consists of triangles. The
convergence results equivalent to those given in the previous subsection, apply in a rather similar
manner for the so-called mixed Crouzeix–Raviart triangle, whose de%nition is recalled below. More
speci%cally these results are valid under the following additional assumption on the mesh:
Assumption 1. Every triangle in Th belonging to the set E, either has two vertices on axis (O; z) or
has an edge parallel to it.
In so doing we introduce the pair of %nite element spaces corresponding to the mixed method
under study:
• Vh is the subspace of V de%ned by
Vh=
{˜
v= (vz; vr) | v˜∈
[
C0( O)
]2
; v˜|K ∈
[
P2(K)⊕ {’K}
]2 ∀K ∈Th ;
vz = 0 on 91; vr = 0 on 9
}
;
where ’K is the bubble function of triangle K , namely, the cubic function that vanishes on the
boundary of K .
• Ph is the space of functions de%ned by
Ph = P˜h ∩ P; with P˜h = {p |p|K ∈P1(K) ∀K ∈Th}:
Note that Vh is indeed a subspace of V , and that Ph is a space de%ned in the same way as in the
previous section.
Similarly to Theorem 4, the following result is proved in [11]:
Theorem 5. Under Assumption 1, condition (5) is satis@ed with $ independent of h, for the pair
of spaces Vh and Ph de@ned in this section.
Finally recalling Theorems 2 and 3, like its counterpart in the previous subsection, Theorem 5
implies the validity of the error estimate (7) in the case of the Crouzeix–Raviart triangle, as long
as ˜˜u∈ (H 3(R))3 and p˜∈H 2(R).
4. Application to the three-eld formulation
Besides its crucial role in the solution of the axisymmetric incompressible Navier–Stokes equations,
the uniform stability condition (5) is also necessary to generate stable and convergent %nite element
approximations of axisymmetric viscoelastic )ow problems. In this case the )ow equations are written
in terms of the extra stress tensor , besides the velocity and the pressure. In linearized form the
system to solve is the celebrated three-%eld Stokes system, corresponding to the problem (1)–(2),
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namely
−d˜iv  + ˜gradp= f˜
 = 2 (˜u)
div u˜= 0

 in  (9)
uz = 0 on 91; ur = 0 on 9; rz = 0 on 90: (10)
If we de%ne a %nite element space ,h for  associated with the mesh Th, the natural approximated
problem for the above system is
Find h ∈,h; u˜ h ∈Vh and ph ∈Qh such that
∫

h : ”(˜v) r dr dz −
∫

ph div v˜ r dr dz =
∫

f˜ · v˜ r dr dz ∀˜v∈Vh;
∫

h :  r dr dz = 2
∫

”(˜uh) :  r dr dz ∀∈,h;
∫

q div u˜ h r dr dz = 0 ∀q∈Qh: (11)
This system has a unique solution (h; u˜ h; ph) if besides condition (5) the following one holds
(cf. [5]):
∃-¿ 0 such that ∀˜v∈Vh; v˜ = 0˜; sup{
∈,h
 =0
∫
  : ”(˜v) r dr dz
‖‖0 ‖˜v‖1 ¿ -: (12)
Moreover if both constants $ and - are independent of h and ,h contains the space of tensor %elds,
whose restriction to each element in Th belongs to P1, then provided u˜∈H 3(R) and p˜∈H 2(R), we
have for both %nite element methods studied in this paper,
‖ − h‖0 + ‖˜u− u˜ h‖1 + ‖p− ph‖06Ch2
[|u˜|3;R + |p˜|2;R] :
In [5] a particular choice of space ,h aimed at solving system (11) was studied, leading to an
optimal coupled use with Fortin’s rectangular element. The underlying %nite element interpolation
denoted by T17, contains the space of continuous piecewise bilinear (Q1) tensors in each rectangle
of the mesh. In that work, the uniform stability condition (12) was established, while the validity of
condition (5) with $ independent of h was assumed. In this sense the results presented in this paper
complete the analysis given in [5].
We conclude this work by showing some computer tests that illustrate the performance of this
methodology, in cases where the geometric assumptions or the boundary conditions considered in
Section 3 do not hold, thereby stressing the remarkable stability of Fortin’s rectangle in the
axisymmetric case. We do this through two benchmarks generally acknowledged to be tough tests
for numerical solution methods of the Stokes system. More precisely, we simulated numerically the
stokesian stick slip )ow and abrupt contraction )ow.
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Fig. 1. Geometry and boundary conditions for the stick–slip problem.
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Fig. 2. Graphs axial velocity and pressure vs. z along the line r = 1 for the stick–slip problem.
4.1. Stick–slip Cow
The )ow takes place in a duct with a rectangular half-meridian section, whose dimensions are
represented in Fig. 1. Non-slip boundary conditions are enforced on the wall of the duct until the
cross section de%ned by z=14. To the right of this section, the )uid is allowed to slip on this wall.
A Poiseuille )ow is assumed at the inlet (z = 0), with the maximum value of the axial velocity
equal to one. At the outlet we assume that both the radial component of the velocity and the axial
component of the normal traction vanish. Such out)ow boundary conditions, imply in particular that
the pressure is equal to zero at the outlet, and conversely.
The %nite element mesh consisting of 380 rectangles, is re%ned in the transition zone (i.e., in the
neighborhood of the section given by z=14). This corresponds to a number of degrees of freedom,
respectively, equal to 2968 for the velocity, 1140 for the pressure and 8265 for the extra stress.
In Fig. 2 we display the distributions of uz and p on the wall of the duct, that is, along the line
given by r = 1. A very stable behavior of the %nite element computations can be observed, in spite
of the singular behavior of the velocity induced by the boundary conditions.
4.2. Abrupt 4:1 contraction Cow
In this problem the )ow domain is an axisymmetric duct with a sudden 4:1 contraction. More
precisely the half-meridian section of the duct with its dimensions, is represented in Fig. 3. Non-slip
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Fig. 3. Geometry and boundary conditions for the abrupt 4:1 contraction problem.
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Fig. 4. Graphs velocity and pressure vs. z along the line r = 0:25 for the abrupt 4:1 contraction problem.
boundary conditions are enforced on the wall of the duct. A Poiseuille )ow is assumed both at
the inlet (z = 0), with the maximum value of the axial velocity equal to one, and at the outlet
(z = 30) with the maximum value of the axial velocity equal to 16. In order to uniquely deter-
mine the pressure under such boundary conditions, we assign its value to be zero at the point
(z; r) = (22:5; 0:25).
The %nite element mesh consists of 472 rectangles. It is re%ned in the transition zone, i.e., in the
neighborhood of the point z = 16 and r = 0:25, in both the z and the r directions. This yields a
number of degrees of freedom, respectively, equal to 3591 for the velocity, 1416 for the pressure
and 10,128 for the extra stress.
As a signi%cant sample of the computer results obtained for this test-problem, we show in Fig. 4 the
distributions of uz; ur and p, respectively, along the line given by r=0:25. Here again a remarkably
stable and realistic simulation was achieved, under very stringent )ow conditions.
Unfortunately it seems diQcult to compare our results to other computations, due to the lack of
work on axisymmetric )ows available in the literature. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assert
that the uniform stability condition satis%ed by both elements studied in this paper, is the key to
reliable axisymmetric )ow simulations using anyone of them, even in critical situations.
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5. Concluding remarks
Provided the discrete variational formulation is suitably modi%ed, both two-%eld elements should
be uniformly stable with the same pressure space Ph, and a reduced velocity space V˜ h, in which the
barycentric degrees of freedom together with the associated basis functions are dropped. Although
this remains to be proved for axisymmetric problems, the authors conjecture that quite a simple
combination of the stabilizing variational techniques to treat the incompressibility constraint, such
as those employed in [8] and the analysis given in [11], would lead rather easily to such result.
The authors intend to report in forthcoming papers, simulations of axisymmetric viscoelastic )ow
performed with some three-%eld elements based on both velocity–pressure methods studied in this
work.
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